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Introduction
• Onset of the COVID-19 pandemic posed an unprecedented challenge to
industry sponsors, CROs, vendors, sites and study participants engaged in
ongoing clinical trials.
• For trials with cognitive (PerfO) and clinical scale(ClinRO) endpoints, the
question of if, how and when to support remote collection of endpoints
became salient:
• Can we leverage existing validated technologies (eCOA/ePRO) to
support novel remote use-cases?
• What assessments can be validly assessed using telemedicine
models? Are there other options?
• What are the potential risks of remote assessment ?

Methods considered

Methods considered
Home visits

•
•
•

Rater administers assessments face-to-face in the patient’s home
Lower risk for deviation on standard face-to-face administration
Not widely utilized in response to COVID

•
•
•

Most common method of remote assessment adopted for ongoing trials.
Assessments administered by a trained rater using HIPPA compliant videoconference
Primarily utilized clinical rating scales (clinROs), patient reported outcomes (PROs)
Considered “low risk” for assessments previously validated for phone or
videoconferencing; medium risk for measures without formal remote validation
Higher risk for performance-based outcomes (PerfOs), including cognitive measures

Telehealth model
•

Remote selfadministration

•
•
•

Assessments completed at home by study participants using compliant device or webbase interface
Not appropriate for all study populations; Hard to implement in ongoing trials; Validation
required to demonstrate test validity/equivalence.
Potential option for trials initiated during COVID
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BAC
• Validated, tablet-based cognitive battery that has demonstrated equivalency to the original
pen-and-paper Brief Assessment of Cognition
• Includes voice-over instructions, automated stimulus presentation, integrated scoring and
audio capture
• Originally developed for face-to-face administration - remote rater administration guidelines
developed for telehealth in response to needs of ongoing studies during the COVID-19
pandemic
• Self-administered versions of select BAC subtests developed to allow remote selfadministration when appropriate

Verbal Memory

Sensitivity of tablet-based BAC measures to cognitive
impairment in schizophrenia
• Patients performed approximately 1–
2 SD below healthy controls on all
subtests, replicating sensitivity
observed with the traditional penand-paper BACS
• Composite score effect sizes
(Cohen’s d) were similar for the
tablet-based BAC (d = 1.34) and the
pen-and-paper measure (d = 1.25)

BAC
Domain

Test Name

Verbal Memory &
Learning

Standard Verbal Memory (Learning)*

7

Categorized Verbal Memory (Learning)

5

Delayed Free Recall

2

Cued Recall
(Categorized VM only)

3

Recognition (Yes/No)
(Standard/ Categorized VM)

5

Forced Choice Recognition
(Standard/ Categorized VM)

3

Digit Sequencing*

5

Visuospatial WM - Sequences

5

Motor Function

Token Motor*

3

Verbal Fluency

5

Speed of Processing

Semantic Fluency *
Letter Fluency *
Symbol Coding *

Executive Function

Tower of London *

7

Working Memory

*Standard BAC/BACS battery

Duration
(mins)

3

•

Robust normative data (600+)
used to generate regressionbased norms (age, sex,
education)

•

Integrated into FDA 21 Part 11
compliant eCOA / ePRO
platform

Sensitivity of tablet-based BAC measures to cognitive
impairment in MCI

BAC
Remote

Self-Administered BAC assessments developed &
deployed during COVID
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BAC
Remote
Self-Administration

Self-Administered BAC assessments developed &
deployed during COVID

Evaluated the feasibility of remote self-administration in a study of 61 older adults (age 55 or
greater). Of these, 20 individuals endorsed moderate levels of subjective cognitive decline
(SCD) based on a total score ≥ 4 on the self-reported Cognitive Functional Instrument (CFI).

MMSE

BAC
Remote
Self-Administration

Self-Administered BAC assessments developed &
deployed during COVID

• To allow comparison between remote (home) and site-based testing scenarios, all participants
completed two BAC testing sessions, 1 week apart. The order to remote vs in-person testing was
counterbalanced.
• All participants were introduced to the ePRO tablet at the on-site screening visit
• Participants completed a self-completed tutorial on how to use the device. This could be
repeated as needed prior to self-administration of the cognitive battery
• Remote testing was completed independently using provisioned devices
• A PIN was required to gain access to remote testing from home
• Participants were able to reset the PIN as needed using a linked cell phone number
provided at screening
• Following PIN entry, participants were directed to complete BAC cognitive assessments and
PROs

BAC
Remote

Site vs. Remote testing: Symbol Coding, Verbal
Fluency, Visuospatial WM

ICC Absolute Agreement between remote and in-person testing

• No performance differences between site and remote assessments
• No impact of testing order (remote first vs second)
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BAC
Remote

Site vs. Remote testing: Verbal Memory

• Unmonitored assessment of verbal memory may yield inflated performance in some individuals.
• Outliers were not random - all reflected unexpectedly high memory performance during remote,
unmonitored testing completed by participants in the HC group.
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BAC
Remote
Symbol Coding

Site vs. Remote testing: Sensitivity to Subjective
Cognitive Decline
Verbal Memory (total learning)

Visuospatial WM

• SCD performed significantly worse than HCs on Symbol Coding, Visuospatial WM and Verbal
Memory, replicating prior work (Atkins et al., 2018)
• Site-based and remote measures were equally sensitive to difference between groups
• For Verbal Learning, interpretation of remote assessment findings remain questionable due to
inflated performance in the HC group.
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BAC
Remote

Summary

✓ Symbol Coding, Verbal Fluency and Visuospatial WM
Findings suggest equivalence between site-based and remote, in-home self-administration in the population of interest
• High ICCs reflect the test-retest reliability of the original measures
• No performance differences between site and remote assessments; No impact of testing order (remote, site or
site, remote)
• Sensitivity to objective performance-based impairments in SCD was stable across site and remote tests

➢ Verbal Memory with Delayed Free Recall
• Observed differences in performance between Site and Remote testing were attributable to the impact of
outliers with the HC group. Outliers had greater impact on delayed memory.
• Outliers were not random - all reflected unexpectedly high memory performance during remote, unmonitored
testing completed by participants in the HC group.
• Differences between Verbal Learning replicated prior work regarding sensitivity to subtle memory impairments
in SCD, but interpretation of remote assessment findings remain questionable due to inflated performance in
the HC group.

Considerations beyond COVID
• Remote, self-administered assessment of cognition can be done
reliably in some patient populations
• Ease of use critical
• HC and SCD both exhibited high
levels of compliance, which did
not significantly differ, t(59)=.58,
p=.57 (Figure 2).
• Of the 366 total days of
actigraphy monitoring (61
participants x 6 days), the worst
single day of compliance was
17.13 hours of wear, easily
exceeding the a priori 10-hour
wear compliance threshold.

Mean hours of wear time on Days 2-7

Actigraphy device 2
COVID-era sample

Actigraphy device 1
Pre-COVID sample

Considerations beyond COVID
• Assessment of cognition and function in clinical trials has not leveraged the
potential value of digital and remote tools
• The use of remote assessment may depend on the construct, as well as the
population being tested
• Technologies need to adapt to patients, not vice versa!
• Validity and feasibility of remote testing can be achieved through concurrent
use of digital/remote and traditional testing methodologies
• Future (and current) trials may benefit most from digital platforms that allow for
collection of reliable data across multiple contexts, indications and stages of
disease
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